
SUCCESSWISE’S
BRAND STYLE GUIDE.



SUCCESSWISE BRAND.

SuccessWise has a simple and calming feel, 
achieved with a constant white background. 

Sparks of energy are introduced by its 
signature colors: Energy green in lines and 
separators, 1PMP colors also play a role, and 
Reliable Blue, Night Blue and Drop Blue are the 
stable colors. Neutral grounds are represented 
by Greys.

A subtle and playful human touch is added by 
hand-drawn elements, helping customers un-
derstand easily marketing concepts.

From confusion to clarity.



HAND-DRAWN ELEMENTS.
Introducing a subtle human touch.
Hand-drawn elements should never be 
overused. One element per section is more 
than enough.
When the Special Icons are used, is best to 
avoid using the hand-drawn elements, because 
they already contain them.



ICONOGRAPHY.
Double thin lined icons to stay on point, illustrate ideas. Simplistic with a twist.
8 Bundles with 200 icons in Apendix section.

SPECIAL ICONOGRAPHY.
Double thin lined icons with a human touch with some tiny splashes of the 
1PMP Canvas colors.
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Keeping a white background with thin line 
icons and graphics in the main brand color: 
Reliable Blue and it’s refreshing companion, 
Drop Blue. Accents of a variation of the brand 
green to introduce sparks of energy.
Greys are mainly for text and the 1PMP colors 
(Pink and Yellow) are only to be used in the 
Special Icons.

COLOR PALETTE.

PALETTE.

D

Drop Blue.
#b3ebff

Reliable Blue.
#0085d0

Night Blue
#05123f.

R N L

Light Grey.
#d3dbea

E

Energy Green.
#00ea48

Middle Grey.
#959db2

Dark Grey.
#696e7c

M G P

Pink.
#f91974

Yellow.
#f9e42b

Y



FONTS.
Consistence and elegance, while calling 
attention in a modern way. It is also important 
to have open source typefaces, so they can be 
downloaded and found in most programs.

Keeping paragraphs aligned to the left will give 
a sense of consistency and order.

SOURCE SANS PRO.
Source® Sans Pro, Adobe's first open source typeface 
family, was designed by Paul D. Hunt. It is a sans serif 
typeface intended to work well in user interfaces.

ABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSŠTU-
VWXYZŽABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLM-
NOPQRSŠTUVWXYZŽ
1234567890‘?’“!”(%)[#]{@}/&\<-+÷×=>®
©$€£¥¢:;,.*

SOURCE SERIF PRO.
Source® Serif Pro is a set of OpenType fonts to com-
plement the Source Sans Pro family.
The Source Serif Pro project is led by Frank 
Grießhammer at Adobe.

ABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSŠTU-
VWXYZŽ
abcčćdđefghijklmnopqrsštuvwxyzž
1234567890
‘?’“!”(%)[#]{@}/&\<-+÷×=>®©$€£¥¢:;,.*



FONTS IN ACTION.
When and how to use the fonts across your 
website, social media, documents, etc.

H1: Source Sans Pro, 40pt Black, all caps.
On white backgrounds allways Reliable Blue.
On dark backgrounds white and Drop Blue.

HEADLINES.

H2: Source Sans Pro, 15pt Semibold, all caps.
On white backgrounds Dark and Middle Grey.
On dark backgrounds white, Light Grey and Drop 
Blue.

Body Text: 15pt Regular.
On white backgrounds Dark Grey.
On dark backgrounds white and Light Grey.

For Social Media and Blog posts.

“Quotes: Source San Pro, 20 pt Semibold 
Italic. On white background Reliable 
Blue or Dark Grey. On dark background, 
white and Light Grey.”

SECONDARY HEADLINES.

And here goes the body 
text, Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consiscing elit.

HELLO.
SECONDARY HEADLINES.

And here goes the body 
text, Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consiscing elit.

HELLO.
SECONDARY HEADLINES.
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INSTAGRAM FEED.
Instagram feed should alternate dark and light 
images. 

The photographic direction for the brand is casual 
and hipster. SuccessWise should not be using 
typical stock images. 
The photos can have a fun, fresh twist depending 
on the subject. The idea is to stand out with un-
commonly used pictures in the marketing world. 

PHOTOGRAPHY.



LOGO.
Full color Logo can be used on top of 
light/white images.

LIGHT/WHITE
IMAGES.
For light/white images, text should be Reliable 
Blue with bold and big letters. For the credits of 
the quotes, you can choose any of the colors 
from the palette ( just not Energy Green).
Totally White background is ment to have one 
element from the Elements list (Special Icon, 
icon, hand-drawn element). There should also 
be an Energy Green detail included (a line, a 
dot, or quote marks).

COACHING.
There's an enormous amount of 
confusion, especially among small 
businesses, as to what a brand is.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
ENTREPRENEURS ALWAYS
START WITH MARKETING.
ALLAN DIB



LOGO.
Logo should only be used in white.

COLORFUL BLUE
IMAGES.
For colorful blue images, text should be White 
in bold and big/medium size. For the credits of 
the quotes, you can choose white, Drop Blue or 
Light Grey.

WHAT IS A
BRAND?



LOGO.
Logo should only be used in white in dark 
background and if the background is pretty 
light, then the full colored one can be used.

NON-MATCHING
COLOR IMAGES.
When you would like to use an image but the 
colors don’t match with the Brand’s Color 
Palette, there are two options:
Night Blue transparency (from 50 to 80% 
transparency depending on the base color of 
the image).
Black & White. You can convert the image to 
B&W. Also, you could add a Night Blue filter for 
darker base images or a Drop Blue filter for 
lighter ones.
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START WITH MARKETING.
ALLAN DIB
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Video titles should use H1 font treatment, while a 
short description can use H2. For subtitles, body 
text should be used on top of Reliable Blue brand 
color. If the video has a clean, light background on 
the top, title can go without any background and 
using the Energy Green line element. If the top is 
busy and dark, a white background can be added.

VIDEO TREATMENT.

to the next step, not necessarily the
final step. So here’s what I mean by this.

GETTING YOUR CLIENTS
TO THE NEXT STEP.

GETTING YOUR CLIENTS
TO THE NEXT STEP.

to the next step, not necessarily the final step. So here’s what I mean by this.



HAVE A GREAT DAY!
Designed by Sofiacolor.
www.sofiacolor.com
November - 2018.


